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Abstract
When it comes to content access using Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC), data will mostly flow through
Road Side Units (RSUs), deployed in our cities. Unfortunately, the RSU coverage is expected to be rather
scattered. Instead of relying on RSUs only, the paper investigate the possibility of exploiting parked vehicles
to extend the RSU service coverage. Our approach leverages optimization models aiming at maximizing the
freshness of content that downloaders retrieve, the efficiency in the utilization of radio resources, and the fairness
in exploiting the energy resources of parked vehicles. The latter is constrained so as not to excessively drain
parked vehicle batteries. Our approach provides an estimate of the system performance, even in those cases
where users may only be willing to lease a limited amount of their battery capacity to extend RSU coverage. Our
optimization-based results are validated by comparing them against ns-3 simulations. Performance evaluation
highlights that the use of parked vehicles enhances the efficiency of the content downloading process by 25%-
35% and can offload more than half the data traffic from RSUs, with respect to the case where only moving
cars are used as relays. Such gains in performance come at a small cost in terms of battery utilization for the
parked vehicles, and they are magnified when a backbone of parked vehicles can be formed.
I. INTRODUCTION
After more than 10 years of research in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), a
consolidation phase can be observed. This is mainly supported by the success in standardization
efforts both for the underlying communication protocols such as DSRC/WAVE (IEEE 802.11p/IEEE
1609.4 [1]) as well as for higher layer applications (e.g., ETSI cooperative awareness messages [2]).
Given the multitude of emerging applications in the ITS domain, emphasis is currently given to the
integration of heterogeneous Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) techniques. As nicely described by
Willke et al. [3], applications range from time-critical safety information disseminated using short-range
communication to entertainment applications primarily using cellular networks. In this spectrum, the
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2focus of this paper is on content downloading from centralized systems to moving vehicles [4]–[6].
In previous work, it was shown that this can also, and very efficiently, be supported using short-
range communication techniques, instead of relying on 3G/4G networks only. Content downloading
has become the primary application in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [7], [8]. It is obvious that
vehicular networks will similarly benefit from this service primitive.
Content downloading in the scenario of this paper occurs from a central entity to moving vehicles
using RSUs, frequently also called Access Points (APs). RSUs are placed along the streets following
the ideas presented in [4]. Unfortunately, the RSU coverage can be expected to be rather limited due
to two main reasons. First, in early stages of deployment only a few RSUs will be available. Secondly,
also from a business perspective, the number of RSUs will always be rather limited if other alternatives
may be used. This is mainly due to high upfront costs and considerable maintenance overhead. As a
novel concept, we therefore introduce the use of parked vehicles to support content downloading. For
a motivation and related work, please refer to Section II.
Previous work on content downloading in vehicular networks dealt with individual aspects of the
process, such as the deployment of Roadside Units (RSUs) [6], [9], the performance evaluation of
IVC [10], or the network connectivity [11], [12]. In [4], the actual potential of IVC-based content
downloading was quantified.
This paper, which builds upon [5], aims at identifying the degree at which the use of parked vehicles
helps in this process and what the associated costs are. As novel components with respect to previous
work, battery drainage was incorporated in the model. This leads to observing the vehicular network
in a more holistic way, also accounting for heterogeneous car batteries and their different draining
process. This is in line with findings in other domains such as the network lifetime metric in sensor
networks [13]. Finally, a simulation-based model validation of the model was added, along with several
new results and dynamic scenarios where parked vehicles come and go at random times.
The approach taken in this work assumes the availability of mobility data on a defined area, including
the location of existing RSUs. The underlying assumptions are the ability to predict mobility to a
certain extent and the introduction of simplified physical and medium access control (MAC) layers.
Through such assumptions, it is possible to estimate the energy consumption of vehicles engaged in
content transmission and reception. In this framework, we cast and solve a data scheduling optimization
problem, to carry out a qualitative study and identify an upper bound to system performance. The
analysis is validated by showing that the bound is very close to the results obtained through ns-3
simulations, which use very detailed models at physical and MAC layers and imperfect knowledge of
vehicle movements.
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3The key contributions of this paper can be therefore summarized as follows:
• To show the potential of using parked vehicles in addition to RSUs for content downloading to
moving vehicles. The results confirm that the use of parked vehicles greatly benefits the content
downloading process.
• To show that, even considering heterogeneous battery capacities of parked vehicles, content
download is greatly enhanced by the use of parked cars.
• To carefully study the impact of the number of parked vehicles, their ability to create a dynamic
backbone infrastructure, and to spend a certain amount of energy in support of content download,
within the constraints of the available battery capacity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related work in Section II, we
present the system scenario and the graph-based representation of the network that we use for system
optimization in Section III. Our metrics of interest are then introduced in Section IV, while the
optimization problems maximizing such metrics are presented in Section V. We show the benefits
of involving parked vehicles in the download process in Section VI, in the different cases where the
main metric of interest varies among content freshness, channel utilization, and fairness in using parked
vehicles. Finally, in Section VII we draw our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Parked vehicles have been shown to perfectly complement driving vehicles and locally installed
RSUs to support IVC [14]–[16]. As the authors of [15] argue, during the first years of Dedicated Short
Range Communication (DSRC) deployment, the number of vehicles that are equipped and can help
relay information to others will be very low – as will the number of available RSUs because of the
high CapEx [17]. Taken together with findings from a study conducted in the area of Montreal [18]
pointing out that roughly 70% of vehicles are parked for an average of 23 hours a day [19], we can see
both the need and the potential for incorporating parked vehicles in any content downloading scheme.
The same study found that only 3.7% of vehicles were found to be parking indoors, leaving others to
act as what can conceptually be described as a set of dynamic Stationary Support Units (SSUs) [20].
This begs the question of how likely it is that parked vehicles can participate in a vehicular network.
Technically, this can easily be solved: just like their moving counterparts, parked vehicles are already
equipped with DSRC devices. Modern cars also come pre-equipped with dedicated electronics to keep
certain devices powered on when the vehicle is not running – and cutting power to these devices when
the battery charge drops below a certain point.
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4The impact of DSRC operation on battery drain is minimal. As a worst-case analysis, based on
specifications of early prototypes and assuming that no energy management scheme is employed, a
typical DSRC Onboard Unit (OBU) will not drain more than 1 W on average and market-ready OBUs
can be expected to drain even less. The battery of a small vehicle provides about 40 Ah to 80 Wh [21],
the battery of a Tesla Roadster 4400 Ah, thus allowing the OBU to run for anything between 20 days
and several years. Smart energy management schemes have been presented in the literature [22] to
further increase the lifetime manyfold. Thus, it can be argued that drivers will tolerate their parked
vehicle to participate in the vehicular network. Further, the success of social networks and of crowd-
sourcing activities demonstrates the general willingness to share information for mutual benefit. Finally,
owners might not have a choice whether their vehicles participate in IVC since, not only because of
their substantial safety benefits, DSRC devices might become mandatory in the near future [23].
The participation of parked vehicles to support different applications of ITS has been proposed by
several other authors. None of them, though, addresses energy aspects as we do.
Liu et al. [14] presented a method to use parked vehicles as relay nodes to disseminate information
in a DTN fashion. They mainly focus on connectivity and show that an ITS can greatly benefit from
additional nodes.
Eckhoff et al. [15] investigated communication latency with a special focus on traffic safety, showing
that parked vehicles can help improve safety when used as relay nodes and cope with radio shadowing
by routing around obstacles in an urban environment.
Crepaldi et al. [16] expands on the discussion of parked cars as relay nodes to further investigate
their usefulness; they propose that parked vehicles can be used to share and provide opportunistic
Internet access to other vehicles.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Our starting point is a vehicular mobility instance, i.e., an area where we assume to know the
location and movements of cars, their IVC capabilities and the location of RSUs. IVC-capable vehicles
communicate with each other, as well as with RSUs, and thus form a dynamically-changing network
topology. For the sake of realistic representation of such a network, we use traces that were generated
using the Veins simulation framework and in particular the SUMO simulator [24]. Beside car positions,
the traces also report the SINR with which each cars receives beacon transmissions from other cars.
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5A. The Time-Expanded Graph
We represent the network and its temporal and spatial dynamics as a Time-Expanded Graph, or
TEG [4]. Specifically, time is discretized into steps, by adopting the same granularity used in the given
mobility instance. Then, at any given time step, each network node (RSUs or vehicles) is represented
as a vertex in the graph, and any existing wireless links as directed edges between vertices.
Each edge is associated to a finite weight, representing the network-layer data rate that can be
achieved by transmitting over the link at the corresponding time step. In the following, the data rate
is assumed to be a function of inter-node distance (although values based on experimental results will
be used). Also, the terms link and edge are as regarded as synonyms. For brevity, the links from RSU
infrastructure to moving (parked) vehicles are denoted as I2M (I2P); the links from a moving (parked)
vehicle to another as M2M (P2P); the links from parked to moving vehicles as P2M.
If an edge connects vertices that model the same RSU, or parked vehicle, over time, it represents the
possibility that such nodes store data for a given period. Edges modelling the same moving node over
time allow us to represent the possibility that a vehicle physically carries data during its movement.
Since storage capabilities of any node are assumed to be significantly larger than the content size, all
edges of this “storing” type are associated to an infinite weight. Also, note that modelling the duration
of contacts between network nodes, instead of considering them as atomic, facilitates the accounting
for channel contention (see [4] for further details).
Finally, we model the server(s) (from which RSUs retrieve the data) as a vertex named α. Edges
of infinite capacity are drawn from α to any vertex representing an RSU. The graph is completed by
a virtual vertex ω to which all downloaders are connected by edges of infinite capacity. These two
vertices are a practical device that will allow us to represent the source and destination of the total
flow over the graph.
The TEG is therefore a weighted directed graph, representing the temporal evolution of the network
topology and the flow of data through it. Figure 1 illustrates a sample instance of the TEG, where
downward arrows are used to represent the temporal evolution of network nodes, while horizontal
arrows indicate data flows (different line types correspond to different link types). Using the TEG
model, the performance of content downloading services for vehicle users can be studied.
B. Content downloading
We assume that a set of n content items is available and that a moving vehicle becomes interested
in either downloading an item for the first time, or in refreshing an already cached item, according to
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Figure 1. TEG sample: r represents the RSU, p are parked vehicles, m represents a moving vehicle, w represent edge weights; apices
refer to time steps, pedices differentiate nodes of the same type.
a Poisson distribution with rate λ. We also assume that user interest lasts for a constant time period
T . We refer to a vehicle that is engaged in the data retrieval process as a downloader.
Each content is updated at the server at time instants that are Poisson-distributed with rate ρ (the
extension to time-varying update rates as well as to content-depending rates is straightforward). An
updated content item is called a version of the content. The content version size is denoted by S(c)
(c = 1, . . . , n), and, along with the weight of the edge representing a link between any two nodes, it
defines the content transfer time over that link. If the link fails, an interrupted transfer of a content
version can be resumed through other links that may become available.
The choice of the Poisson distribution (as opposed, e.g., of any power-law distribution) for content
request is motivated by the general settings in which users are supposed to be active. Since content is
not geolocalized, the purpose of this choice is to provide an assessment of the performance without
specialized assumptions on the content request process, which are left for future work. The model, it
is to be noted, can accommodate any arbitrary distribution.
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7IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In the framework outlined above, three main metrics of interest are defined. These will be the subject
of optimization models later on.
Content freshness. This metric is defined as the average number of new versions of content that
each user manages to download throughout its trip across the road topology. More specifically, consider
the generic downloader d and assume that d is currently interested in content c; then, the freshness
associated to such a user is defined as:
φd,c =
1
Sc
∑
k∈Wd,c
∑
v∈Vkc
∑
i
(v · xvk(i, d)) (1)
where
• Wd,c is the set of time steps at which d is interested in content c,
• Vkc is the set of all versions v of content c that have become available before time step k,
• i denotes the node (RSU or vehicle) such that a link from i to d exists at time step k, and
• xvk(i, d) is the amount of data bytes, belonging to a version v, that can be transferred on such a
link.
The system freshness is then obtained by summing (1) over all downloaders and content items, i.e.,
as
∑
d
∑
c φd,c.
Radio resource utilization. The fraction of idle time observed over the channel is taken as a measure
of the efficiency in radio resource utilization during data downloading. To sample such a quantity, we
identify a number of “check points” across the road layout, which are located in a regular grid with
adjacent points 100 m from each other. At each of these locations, a “fake” node (in our model) is
purposely added. Its task is to sense the wireless channel and compute its utilization as seen at that
position. Ip (0 ≤ Ip ≤ 1) denotes the fraction of channel idle time observed at check point p, and
(1− Ip) indicates the channel load there.
Drainage of parked vehicle batteries. The amount of energy that parked vehicles consume while
acting as relays should be limited; specifically, it should represent a small fraction of the battery capacity
available at each vehicle. In order to compute the amount of energy consumed by a parked vehicle in
transmitting/receiving data traffic, we proceed as follows. The amount of data transmitted and received
by a generic parked vehicle is translated into transmission and reception times, respectively. Let us
consider a parked vehicle i communicating at frame k with node j; then, the amount of data handled
by i is given by
∑
c x
c
k(i, j) and the communication data rate over the (i, j) link is wk(i, j). Note that
the latter parameter is known, since it can be derived from the SINR included in the mobility trace.
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8We then introduce a constant factor H to account for protocol headers and the factors Atx and Arx
(Atx, Arx ≥ 1) that represent the average number of, respectively, transmission and reception attempts
that are needed before a packet is correctly received. Then, at frame k, the fractions of time during
which vehicle i transmits and receives can be written as:
T txk (i) = A
tx · (1 +H) ·
∑
j
∑
c
xck(i, j)
wk(i, j)
, (2)
T rxk (i) = A
rx · (1 +H) ·
∑
j
∑
c
xck(j, i)
wk(j, i)
. (3)
Clearly, within step k the fraction of time that i spends in idle state (i.e., without either transmitting
or receiving) is given by (1− T txk (i)− T
rx
k (i)).
Next, given the power consumed in transmit, receive and idle state, namely, P tx, P rx and P idle, the
total energy consumed by vehicle i is obtained as:
πi =
∑
k
(
T txk (i)P
tx + T rxk (i)P
rx + (1− T txk (i)− T
rx
k (i))P
idle
)
(4)
where the sum is over all frames k’s. Supported by recent experimental campaigns, the values of P tx,
P rx and P idle are set to 1.6 W, 1.2 W and 0.15 W respectively. These parameters are deliberately not
representative of a specific wireless card, but can be found to be in the range of those in [25]. Also,
from simulation results (which will be described in Section VI-B), we found H = 0.05, Atx = 1.03,
Arx = 1.02.
V. OPTIMIZING THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
We now formulate three optimization models that aim at maximizing, respectively, the content
freshness, the efficiency in radio resource utilization and the fairness in exploiting the battery resources
of parked vehicles. The models also take into account specific system constraints that will be illustrated
later.
A. Maximizing the content freshness
The first objective is the maximization of the freshness over all downloaders and all content items,
i.e.,
max
∑
d
∑
c
φd,c . (5)
In the TEG model, the problem in (5), amounts to maximizing the flow of data bytes belonging to a
content version from α to ω, for a given set of versions. Such a max-flow problem needs to be solved
taking into account several constraints, briefly outlined below.
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9• The flow on every existing edge of the TEG must be greater than or equal to zero.
• The amount of incoming flow in every vertex of the TEG must equal the amount of outgoing
flow.
• Given a specific vehicles, none of the following events can take place simultaneously: the vehicle
transmits to a neighboring vehicle; a neighboring vehicle receives from any relay; the vehicle
receives from a neighboring relay; a neighboring relay transmits to any vehicle; the vehicle receives
from a neighboring RSU.
The problem falls in the category of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problems. Its solution
is quite standard, and follows the guidelines set forth in [4]. The result is the optimal scheduling of
data traffic over all existing links. In other words, it is possible to derive the value of the variables
xvk(i, j) representing the amount of data to be transferred over the network links at any time step.
The problem in (5) can also be solved under constraints limiting the drainage of the parked vehicles
batteries. In particular, we can associate to each parked vehicle i a value Πi, expressing the maximum
amount of energy that i can consume to relay traffic to others. Such an amount is typically bounded
by a fraction of i’s battery capacity (which is between 35 and 70 Ah at 12 V). Thus, for every parked
vehicle i, the following constraint is added:
πi ≤ Πi. (6)
B. Maximizing the radio efficiency
Next, a target value of freshness, Φ, is set, and the aim becomes the minimization of the medium
usage to reach such target (i.e., the maximization of radio efficiency). Specifically, the following non-
linear optimization problem can be posed:
min
∑
p
(1− Ip)
2
(7)
s.t.
∑
d
∑
c
φd,c ≥ Φ. (8)
The sum in the objective function is over all selected check points at which the channel idle time
is observed (i.e., at the “fake nodes” included in the TEG). Conversely, the sums in (8) are over all
downloaders and all content items.
Remarkably, choosing a quadratic objective function leads to a solution that reduces the channel
load, i.e., (1− Ip) mainly in the most congested zones. More formally, the property below can be
proven.
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Property 5.1: When a choice exists, the objective (7) reduces the channel load in those areas where
the load is higher.
Proof: Assume that there are two points pi, pj , where the current channel load is (1− Ipi,curr) >
(1−Ipj ,curr). Also, assume that the load at either pi or pj can be reduced by an amount ǫ. If the load is
reduced at pi, then the objective improves by (1−Ipi,curr)
2−((1−Ipi,curr)−ǫ)
2 = 2(1−Ipi,curr)ǫ−ǫ
2. If
the load is reduced at pj , the objective improves by 2(1−Ipj ,curr)ǫ−ǫ
2. Since (1−Ipi,curr) > (1−Ipj ,curr),
then the former improvement is higher than the latter, and therefore the traffic load at point pi will be
reduced, which proves the property.
As a final remark, the function in (7) is convex, thus the problem can be solved in polynomial time
using any standard commercial solver. Similarly to what was done before, constraints such as (6) can
be imposed so as to make sure that the energy resources of parked vehicles are not over-exploited.
C. Evening the drainage of parked vehicles batteries
Taking the viewpoint of parked vehicles, it is conceivable that battery drainage of such vehicles
should be evenly distributed. Specifically, given a target value of content freshness, the corresponding
load (i.e., the amount of data sent or received) should be shared as evenly as possible among parked
vehicles. Similarly to (7), we take a quadratic function of the energy consumption of parked vehicles
and formulate the following problem:
min
∑
i
π2i (9)
s.t.
∑
d
∑
c
φd,c ≥ Φ. (10)
It can be remarked that Property 5.1, proven for the channel utilization, also holds for the energy
consumption of parked vehicles. Hence, the quadratic formulation leads to a fair situation, in the
sense that it reduces the energy consumption of the most exploited parked vehicles. Furthermore, the
objective in (9), involving variables πi, is independent of constraint (6). Thus, the optimization problem
could be set also including constraint (6), no matter which values of Πi are imposed.
D. Complexity analysis
Before we proceed with our performance evaluation, we give a more comprehensive look at the size
of the TEG we build, and hence to the complexity of performing optimization on it.
Let us start with the number of vertices in the TEG. For each time frame k, we have one vertex
for each RSU, parked vehicle and mobile vehicle; furthermore, we need to add the virtual vertices α
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and ω. The number of vertices is thus at most 2+K(R+M+P ), where K,R,M, P are the number of
frames, RSUs, mobile and parked vehicles respectively. Notice that such a number is an upper-bound.
Mobile vehicles are not always present on the topology, so each of them will be associated to less
than K vertices.
As far as edges are concerned, we have to consider:
• KR edges from α to RSUs;
• KM edges from mobile vehicles to ω;
• at most K(R +M + P ) “vertical”, inter-frame edges;
• at most K(R(M + P ) + (M + P )2) “horizontal”, intra-frame edges.
In the last item, we account for the fact that RSU don’t communicate between each other while, in
principle, all mobile and parked vehicles can communicate with each other. All summed, the number
of edges is K(2R + 2M + P +R(M + P ) + (M + P )2).
Assuming that M > P > R, we can say that the number of vertices is O(KM) (linear in the
number of vehicles), and the number of edges is O(KM2) (quadratic). Notice that these are worst-
case complexities, and real-world traces give substantially lower results. Even in the worst case, a
number of edges (and thus of constraints) that grows quadratically with the number of vehicles is
manageable with current optimization algoritms; we can therefore conclude that our model is suitable
for real-world and real-time usage.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Below, the reference scenario used to derive the performance results is briefly outlined. Then, content
freshness and channel idle time are computed by solving the optimization problems introduced in (5),
(7) and (9), under the following conditions: (i) an exact mobility prediction is available, and (ii)
simplified assumptions on the physical and MAC layers hold. These results therefore represent an
upper bound to the system performance. In order to validate such analysis, some of the above results
are compared to simulation results obtained via ns-3. In simulation, the same optimal scheduling of
data traffic found by the model is used, but physical and MAC aspects are accurately modeled and the
prediction may not match the actual mobility of cars.
A. Reference scenario
Our reference scenario is that of [15], accurately modeling road and lane topology, building layout
and parking places, as well as vehicular traffic patterns in a 1.5× 1 km2 section of the urban area of
Ingolstadt in Germany. As previously mentioned, the mobility traces were generated using the Veins
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simulation framework and the SUMO simulator [24]. The scenario then has been carefully validated
through measurement data of road traffic flows in the city of Ingolstadt, distributing parked cars
according to satellite imagery [15].
The scenario models 963 vehicles travelling over the road topology, with an average trip time of
388 s and an average vehicle density of 69.28 vehicles/km2. There are also 80 parked vehicles, which
are present at each time step. We fix the number of available RSUs to 10. Figure 3 shows a snapshot
of the road layout, including the positions of parked (in black) and moving (in grey) vehicles, as well
as RSUs (in red).
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Figure 2. Characterization of the achievable network-layer rate as a function of distance, based on experimental data
All nodes use the IEEE 802.11p technology. The value of the achievable network-layer rate between
any two nodes is adjusted according to the distance between them. To this end, we refer to the
experimental results in [10] to derive the values shown in Figure 2, and we use them as samples of the
achievable network-layer rate. Note that the maximum node transmission range is limited to 200 m,
since, as stated in [10], this distance allows the establishment of a reliable communication in 80% of
the cases.
Finally, for clarity, one content item only (i.e., n = 1) is considered, and the following settings are
chosen: λ = 0.005, ρ = 0.02, T = 30 s, and S = 10 Mbytes. Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed
that Πi =∞∀i.
B. Optimal data scheduling
As mentioned above, we provide an upper bound to the system performance, by assuming that an
exact mobility prediction is available, which is given by the aforementioned vehicular trace. Also, in
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Figure 3. Road topology. Grey dots represent mobile vehicles, black dots represent parked vehicles, red ones represent RSUs. Green
crosses mark the “check points”.
order to easily solve the optimization problem and carry out our qualitative study, the physical and
MAC layer aspects are represented in a simplified manner, through the TEG network model.
The baseline scenario is a network where all relays are mobile and no parked vehicles are enabled;
thus, only I2M and M2M links can be exploited. Then, (part or all of) the parked vehicles present
in the Ingolstadt trace are included and the optimization problem is solved by exploiting links also
involving such vehicles. More precisely, we consider two different ways to use parked vehicles. In the
former, referred to as no backbone, parked vehicles can receive and transfer data using, respectively,
I2P and P2M only. Instead, in the latter, referred to as with backbone, parked vehicles can form a
backbone by exploiting P2P links among themselves, i.e., data can flow from an RSU, through one or
more parked vehicles, and be eventually delivered to downloaders. Describing algorithms and protocols
for the backbone creation, however, is outside the scope of this paper.
Furthermore, with the aim to investigate the impact of the available M2M links, for each of the
above scenarios, the optimization problems are solved over different graphs, obtained by progressively
removing existing M2M links. Specifically, the problems over the full graph are solved, then vertices
are randomly removed, so as to represent vehicles that do not request content updates but that can only
relay traffic for others. Such vertices are removed till a fraction R of the original relay traffic is phased
out. For a given value of R, the optimization problems are solved again, using the corresponding
pruned graph.
Maximizing the content freshness. By using the TEG, we first maximize the content freshness,
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i.e., the formulation in (5). The level of content freshness that is attained is shown in Figure 4 as R
and the fraction of parked vehicles that can be used vary.
In the plots, the curves labeled by “no park” refer to the baseline scenario. As expected, increasing
the number of involved parked vehicles and building a backbone positively affect freshness, showing
the important role of parked vehicles in content downloading. In particular, when few parked vehicles
are exploited, removing M2M links (i.e., R = 0.5) impairs the performance; however, when more than
20% of parked vehicles are involved, they easily make up for the unavailability of mobile relays.
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Figure 4. Freshness as a function of the maximum time period mobile vehicles can be used as relays, for R = 0 (left) and R = 0.5
(right). Parked vehicles do not change position over time.
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Figure 5. Freshness as a function of the maximum time period mobile vehicles can be used as relays, for R = 0 (left) and R = 0.5
(right). Parked vehicles come and go at random times.
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Figure 6. Freshness as a function of the maximum time period mobile vehicles can be used as relays, for R = 0 (left) and R = 0.5
(right). Parked vehicles do not change position over time; the retransmission rate is Atx = 1.05.
In Figure 5, we study the freshness obtained when parked vehicles are not static, but come and go
at random times. Two effects can be observed: first and most obviously, the freshness is lower than in
the static case (Figure 4). More interestingly, allowing parked vehicles to form a backbone mitigates
such an effect.
Transmission errors. In Figure 5, we have assumed that all packets are successfully delivered.
However, in general this is not the case. We now set a fairly high retransmission rate Atx = 1.05, and
observe its impact on content freshness.
As we can see from Figure 6, the need for retransmissions directly translates into a lower freshness.
It is also worth to notice, by comparing Figure 6 with Figure 4, that such an effect is more evident
in the “no park” case; using parked vehicles (“no backbone”) and allowing them to form a backbone
(“with backbone”) reduces the impact of packet losses. Similarly, increasing the time each parked
vehicle can be used has a positive impact.
Where data come from. The plots in Figure 7 depict the amount of traffic that downloaders receive
directly from RSUs, other moving vehicles, or parked vehicles. Due to the limited impact of R, here
and in the following plots (unless otherwise specified) we consider that all M2M links can be exploited
(i.e., R = 0).
Consistently with the previous figure, the plots show that when parked vehicles used, the amount
of data that such vehicles manage to deliver towards downloaders increases significantly (especially
when both P2M and P2P are involved). Also, as more parked vehicles can be used, less and less data
traffic is originated from RSUs and the impact of mobile relays is significantly reduced.
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Figure 7. Traffic to downloaders for the cases “no park” (a), “no backbone” (b), and “with backbone” (c).
Figure 8 presents the amount of data transmitted by the RSUs, split into three parts: data towards
parked vehicles, mobile relays and downloaders. Comparing this figure to Figures 4 and 7, it is clear
that parked vehicles storing an information item (or part of it) are more effective relays than moving
vehicles. Indeed, since they remain on the road topology much longer, they provide the same data
to more than one downloader. It follows that the load on RSUs, as well as on mobile relays, can be
greatly reduced while maintaining very good performance in terms of content freshness.
Figure 10 shows the impact on the content freshness of imposing a finite value of Πi = Π ∀i in
constraint (6). Clearly, if Π = 0, we fall back to the “no park” scenario. By looking at Figure 10, it
can be seen that the smaller the amount of data traffic that each parked vehicle can handle, the larger
the amount of data that is routed through RSUs and mobile relays. However, a constraint as high as
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Figure 8. Traffic from RSU for the cases “no park” (a), “no backbone” (b), and “with backbone” (c).
Π = 40 J per parked vehicle during our observation period – corresponding to 1800 J per night – is
enough to achieve the same value of content freshness as the one obtained under Π = ∞. We stress
that an energy consumption of 1800 J corresponds to a very small fraction of battery discharge, as
typically a fully-charged car battery has a capacity of 40 Ah, i.e., 1,728,000 J.
Finally, we validate our optimization-based model through realistic simulations. The optimization
framework has been integrated in the ns-3 simulations as follows:
(i) vehicles periodically notify a central authority about the route they intend to take;
(ii) based on the current speed over the different road segments, the central authority forecasts the
vehicles mobility;
(iii) the central authority uses such a forecast to formulate and solve an instance of the optimization
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Figure 9. Simulation/optimization integration.
problems introduced in Section III;
(iv) using the data flows provided by the optimal solution (xvk(i, j)), the central authority suggests to
the vehicles (either parked or moving) the optimal data scheduling, i.e., which data to download
and from which node.
The integration between the optimizer and the ns-3 simulator shown in Figure 9. Basically, the sim-
ulator provides the optimizer with information about the vehicles’ positions and amount of downloaded
content. Then, the optimzer solves the resulting problem, and tells the simulator which flows are to be
scheduled for the next frame. It is important to stress that the model being solved is always the same,
i.e., the one described in Section III.
As expected, Figure 11 shows that the freshness obtained through simulation is lower than the one
derived under ideal conditions, however the curves exhibit the same qualitative behavior. Interestingly,
by carefully looking at the plots, the difference between the upper bound and the simulation results
appears to be slightly greater in the “no backbone” case than under the “with backbone” setting. As also
confirmed by the plots in Figure 12, this is due to simulations taking into account real-world effects
such as message losses (e.g., due to channel fading), and such effects are more likely to occur when
transmissions take place between mobile vehicles. We can conclude that the use of parked vehicles,
in addition to the other advantages previously highlighted, also represents a way to make message
transfers more reliable.
Maximizing the channel idle time. Next, we focus on maximizing the channel idle time (as in
(7)), and present the results for three different target values of the freshness, Φ. Such values are set
to fractions of the maximum content freshness achieved over the different scenarios (see Figure 4).
The average and 10-th percentile of the resulting fraction of idle time are depicted for both the “no
backbone” and “with backbone” cases, respectively, in the top and bottom plots of Figure 13. Note
that in the “no park” case, only low-medium values of target content freshness are feasible, and that,
in any case, the performance is poorer than when parked vehicles are used. Again, a backbone of
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Figure 10. Limiting the use of parked vehicles: freshness (a); traffic to downloaders for the “no-backbone” (b) and “with backbone”
(c) scenarios.
parked vehicles is very beneficial, as it results in an increased idle time. Interestingly, the bottom plot
underlines that such an effect is particularly evident in the most congested zones of the road topology,
suggesting that the goal we aimed at while designing the objective function in (7) has been achieved.
Finally, in order to get some insight on the data delivery delay, Figure 14 shows the average number
of hops traversed by the data, from the node storing them to the intended downloader. The top plot,
which refers to the case where content freshness is maximized, highlights that the use of parked vehicles
gives an advantage also in terms of data delay. Indeed, such vehicles can store content and provide the
users with it in place of the RSU, thus speeding up the process. When a backbone is built, the number
of parked vehicles that are involved in the delivery process, hence the delay, quickly increases as the
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Figure 11. Freshness as a function of the maximum time period parked vehicles can be used as relays, for R = 0 (left) and R = 0.5
(right). Grey (thick) and red (thin) lines refer to the “no-backbone” and “with backbone” cases, respectively. Solid and dashed lines refer
to the results through the model and by simulation, respectively
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Figure 12. Traffic to downloaders for the “with backbone” case: model (left) and simulation (right).
fraction of parked vehicles that can be used grows. However, looking at Figure 4, it can be noted that
this also leads to an increased content freshness. The case where the channel idle time is maximized
is depicted in the bottom plot, where half of the parked vehicles can be used. Consistently with the
results in the top plot, for such a scenario, the average number of hops traversed by the data is higher
in presence of the backbone (but the obtained channel idle time is higher too), while the “no park”
case again gives poor performance.
Maximizing fairness in exploiting parked vehicles.
We adopt the fairness objective described in (9) and investigate the amount of traffic that parked
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Figure 13. Average (left) and 10-th percentile (right) of the idle time at check points, with and without backbone and for different
values of target freshness.
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Figure 14. Average number of hops traversed by data traffic that downloaders successfully receive, when freshness (left) and idle time
(right) are maximized.
vehicles have to send or receive, for Πi =∞ and as the target value of content freshness, Φ varies. In
the derivation of such results, all parked vehicles can be used to relay or deliver data to downloaders.
Figure 15 highlights that the toll taken on parked vehicles increases as the required value of freshness
grows. Note, however, that, consistently with the left plot in Figure 4, in the case of “no backbone”
the maximum value of freshness achievable is limited to 13. Comparing Figure 15(a) to 15(b), it is
also evident that, when a backbone is formed, the amount of traffic that each parked vehicle has to
handle is greatly reduced and parked vehicles are used in a much fairer manner with respect to the
“no backbone” scenario.
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Figure 15. Max-fairness objective: data traffic pi handled by parked vehicles for the “no-backbone” (a) and “with backbone” (b)
scenarios; traffic delivered to the downloaders for the “no-backbone” (c) and the “with backbone” (d) scenarios.
We further investigate this aspect by comparing the above plots to those in Figure 15(c) and 15(d),
which depict the amount of data traffic delivered to downloaders from parked vehicles, other mobile
vehicles and RSUs. In the “no backbone” setting (Figure 15(c)), the total amount of traffic delivered to
downloaders through parked vehicles remains almost constant as the target freshness increases, hence,
from Figure 15(a), it can be deduced that fewer and fewer parked vehicles (i.e., the most suitable ones)
are used to send and receive data. In presence of a backbone, instead, the traffic delivered by parked
vehicles to downloaders grows as the target fairness increases but the the amount of data traffic remains
quite evenly distributed among the available parked vehicles (Figure 15(b)). In other words, allowing
the formation of a backbone of parked vehicles allows not only to meet stricter freshness goals, but also
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to avoid over-exploiting parked vehicles in absence of explicit constraints on the maximum amount of
data they should handle (i.e., with Πi =∞).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The paper studied content downloading in vehicular network with the added twist of enlisting the
support of parked cars in order to extend RSU service coverage. Optimization models were proposed
with the goal of maximizing the content freshness and the utilization of radio resources, showing the
remarkable contribution that parked vehicles can have on vehicular downloading efficiency. The energy
toll taken on parked vehicles was accounted for by introducing a limit to the exploitation level of such
vehicles as well as by maximizing the fairness in using parked vehicles under a constraint on the target
content freshness.
Our results, derived through both numerical optimization and network simulation, proved that lever-
aging parked vehicles for content downloading is highly beneficial in a variety of scenarios, with
different target metrics (e.g., content freshness) and constraints (e.g., maximum per-parked-vehicle
usage) in place. Such an approach yields even more benefits when a backbone of parked vehicles can
be formed, in terms of both system performance and use of parked vehicles energy resources.
Given such results, directions in which future work on this topic would evolve include the devel-
opment and testing of backbone-forming protocols built on top of IEEE 802.11p. These may include
parked vehicles and, occasionally, slow-moving ones (e.g., in congested areas). Allowing vehicles to
exchange data on their battery level and type could also lead to a more efficient backbone creation.
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